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Rev 2.0 changes 

The following changes were made in Rev 2.0. 

1. The motor timeout has been removed. 

2. A new bit in the setup register to invert the wrdata 
was added. 

r 'll ".' J: 

3'\ 'atlljyte Has cTnge~: 
4. Write pulse width spec added. 

These changes are shown in italics in the text. 

Rev 3.0 changes 

The following changes 

1. Dat1byte is 

2. Test mode 

These changes 

Rev 3.1 changes 

1. Motoron pin def 
hardware. 

Rev 3.0. 

definition. 

s in the text. 

ied to reflect the 

These changes are shown in italics in the text. 

Rev 3.2 changes 

SWIM2fRS Steue Smith 
H46386 
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Introduction 

The purpose of SWIM2 is to provide a low cost 
replacement to the SWIM ASIC with enhanced functionality to 
extend its usefulness to the next generation of floppy disk 
drives. It is the intent of the design to offer 800K GCR 
support in a manner currently being used by the PIC in Zone 5 
(an ISM like machine with windows set for GCR cells). MFM 
~ .. "hnat.,.7t.rW1i)..1 It .. !i .. s.UPlP.o. :r::eqt at:.· .. t~.k. d~ta r4.,~,~.~, the cfrren\~ 
~;.,44M ~yte 5~~z'l. and J.r ~I~}· 8~M,bYle+ ~MHz. J .. 

There are many features included in the current SWIM 
design which are not used by the software drivers or were 
proven not to be functional after the design was finished. 
None of these features will be implemented in the SWIM2 
design in order to simplify the de§~gn effort. These include 
ISM error correction (sometimes oa.ed the digital phase-lock 
loop) and post compensation mo1~$1\? 

~4>" 

The SWIM2, unlike 
of disk control logic. 
writing GCR 2,4,6 uS 
fixed cells. The da 
with fixed 2,4,6 uS c 
software selectable 
us). The bus interfac 
convention as a 

SUJIM2 ERS Steve Smith 
H46386 

ist of only one set 
will be capable of 

software selectable 
have GCR and MFM modes 

and two sets of 
(2,3,4 us and 1,1.5,2 

r'follow the SWIM 

• 
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High speed MFM mode for new products will be supported 
by supplying a 32 MHz clock as opposed to the 16MHz clock. 
It will be possible to run the 1 MHz MFM using a 16 MHz clock 
but the error rate may increase due to the lack of clock 
resolution. Since it is difficult to be sure at this time, 
by supporting 32 MHz clock input we can be sure to have 
adequate timing resolution. 

The SWIM2 retains the ISM bus interface but removes all 
of the sophisticated error correction modes of the ISM. The 
assumption is that data from the drive will be processed 
through a phase lock loop so that data separation is a 
relatively simple task. The flexi~ility to set cell times 
and windows, choose GCR or MFM, at, and set write pre-
comp parameters is all that rem. from the ISM. Unless 
noted the register descr · s,+'ra.~~ tical to the ISM. 

<f~}9: : 

$0 Data 
Mark byte is 

to or from FIFO. If a 

(note SWIM prov 
with action not s 
action not set) 

an error is set. 
data on a read here 
all zeroes with 

$1 Mark Read or A write will cause 
the missing transiti ted. A read of a 
Mark byte from this location will not cause an error . 

SUJIM2 ERS StelJe Smith 
H46386 

.. ~. 
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$2 Error Indicates the type of error that has 
occurred. Cleared on a reset or on read. Only one 
error can be set at a time. Must be cleared prior to a 
read or write. If any of these bits are set the error 
flag in the Handshake register will be set. Errors on 
reads only function in MFM mode after the mark byte is 
found. 

Data 0 

Data 2 

Data 3 

Data 4 

Data 5 

Data 6 

Underrun FIFO. FIFO empty while writing or 
"':"1, full'andllnot: read '9uriri!ria reacl. L 

,~'~~ar:k' in Lta. Ma~"bytre~adfrom ;~ata 
register 

Overrun FIFO. FIFO written while full in 
write mode or read while empty in read mode. 

Not used (was cO,#l:ection error) 

Not u transition) 

Data 7 Not 

$2 Write CRC 
FIFO, causing 
of data. 

SWIM2ERS Stelle Smith 
H46586 
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$3 Parameter Data A two bit counter addresses 
parameter RAM from this location. The counter is reset 
by a write to the Write Zeroes location ($6). These 
set up the bit cell timings and the pre-comp values in 
write mode. 
(note in the ISM the 
four values of which 
can be thought of as 
high order addresses 
c(res,) 

Data 

counter was four bits, the last 
are the same as here. The SWIM2 
identical to the ISM where the two 
of the four bit counter are don't 

00 
01 

Late/xxxx (first nibble only) 

10 
11 

SUJIM2 ERS 

Time 0 (defines step increment, hardwired) 
(set to IuS in MFM, 2uS in GCR) 
(based on 16M clock) 

Early/xxxx(first nibble only) 
Timel (not u~~~) 

Steue Smith 
H46586 
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Late/xxxx and Early/xxxx store two nibbles where the 
xxxx nibble is ignored. This data is used to append the 
cell count time determined by timeD as a function of 
data pattern to achieve the pre-compensation function. 
The nominal value is $7. Each count will increase or 
decrease the cell time by one clock period. The data 
used in SWIM1 is 9 and 5 for late and early time. 
Experimental results show a 125 ns time shift on SWIM1. 
This corresponds to 2 clocks at 16Mhz. This will be the 
s;ifmeti,~ '$hi:f!'r'1Jefr bYt SWIM2 w*th"tihe spme 
paramettrl}\cIlata. :;1 \ 

{> 

$4 Phase Register The phase lines can be 
programmed as either inputs or outputs. Data bits 0-3 
represent phase lines 0-3. Data bits 4-7 act as data 
direction control for the phase lines 0-3. For example 
a one in data bit 4 means 0 is set as an output, 
a zero would mean it t. Phase 0 would then 
be written or read in reset all phase lines 
are set to output 

When in test 
return the value 
the phase regist 

"". e phase register will 

SUJIM2 fRS Steue Smith 
H46386 

counter, not 
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$5 Setup Register This register sets the various modes 
of operation. It is reset to all zeroes except as 
noted. 

Data bit 0 

Data bit 3 
two. 

and 

zero. 

should 

2,3,4 

Data bit 4 
bit 2 to 

SUJIM2 EBS 

=0 don't invert wrdata (neg pulses) 
=1 invert wrdata (pos pulses) 
(was able to select Q3 as output) 

= 0 normali =1 clock divided by 

Note the clock to SWIM2 may be different 
than SWIM. Ii:;k.supplied a 16M clock SWIM2 
will read ani trite 2,3,4 us MFM cells 

,,,"; <'( 
i;,~ " 

h~~lp with this bit set to 
~"{2<:t~\fl, ~'l 

~put SWIM2 will read 
MFM cells, and 

one to generate 

,6 us GCR cells. 

te: does not require 

be set to be in test mode). 
Causes bytes of zeroes count to appear 
on phase register. 

o = Apple data modei 1 = IB~mode. 

~lf~;t~I.;kJ·I~~~ra ta ~r4f~\f· 
s 1l1~'O~i\·~im~~bt;i". .,o, 

Steve Smith 
H46386 
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$7 Handshake Register Read only 

Data bit 

Data bit 
2nd 

0 

1 

Mark Next byte in FIFO = Mark 

eRe zero/ eRe was zero, valid when 
eRe byte is about to be read from FIFO. 

Data bit 2 RDData Direct read of drive data 

Datel bi1$. 3 
.i;1;tpu~ 

Data bit 4 

Data bit 5 
register is set. 

Data bit 6 
full in 

Data bit 7 
byte in it. 

Sen~ Di~ct r~~'of sem?e 
",. }' 

=0 was motor still on 

Error A bit in the Error 

Dat2byt~~;~:FIFO empty in write or 
i1,~,:,·c 

read when = 1. 

jiSErb has at 1 eas tone 
0< '< t;' 
'-' .«, ~«. 

,< "' 

'ted with error in write 
write error occurs the 

so to not 
hang. 

Zeroes @ $6, ones @ $7 
The Mode register is controlled bit by bit by writing to 
either the write zeros or write ones location with the 
bits that are being modified set to one. To make bit 0 
a zero w'1ite 000;6~Ol to location $6, to make ilifa one 

,w!,i1\1 Ci00001 ;to l6~a't~nt$&7!t,1r4;;i~~~f . ,,~~l b~t~~tf' /f' 
"i1 ~'er~.~ ,. " I ..' <" . .... ... Th' ..:, 

;~t~ i.l:>i~ l~l~rjF:r~~.A \'~~e ,!\tals ;~he' J,~':? .. ' ,. 
T¥lis)" .,", 

Data bit 1 

Data bit 2 

Data bit 3 

should be done on successive operations. 
Read or write mode must be set first. 

Enable1 1 = enable drive 1 

Enable2 1 = enable drive 2 

Action 1 = Action set 

Action starts read or write operations. It should be 
the last thing set. When writing the FIFO should be 
full before setting. It is cleared by an error on write 
only. 

SUlIM2 ERS Steve Smith 
H46386 
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Data bit 4 

Data bit 5 
a 

Data bit 6 

Data bit 7 
, {if":.':'I"", qnath'" ,to. . dti' .;. 

Confidential 7/31/96 

Write 1 = write mode; a = read. 

Side select 1 = side 1; a = side 

always 1 (future expansion) 

Motoron a = motor disabled; This 
'iOUtt:;>U t pt5~'1:"1 only ,fIlOS t . 
con~C{)l i~ thr(J)ugh '~~e 
inteItPa.al iegis11t.er. 11; 

$6 Read status register Read only 

SWIM2 ERS 

,"il< 

"':+~~Jtt 

Reads contents of mode 
register. 

Steve Smith 
H46386 
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Special bits 

SWIM2 will not support the three new bits defined in 
SWIM by writes to $02 with action set low since they are all 
IWM functions. These are Data7 to Override, Data6 to M16/8, 
Data5 to Modify. These bits have the following definition in 
SWIM2. 

o'iVerfide: , 
L 

M16/8 

Modify 

SUJI,.,,2 ERS 

1'<:> :runqfi~. in SWI~ ;(was,; an IWM 
<'tJ-Initr :fijpnc't 19n) . , >{ 

.:%. 

No finction in SWIM2 (was an IWM 
timer function) 

No function in SWIM2 (was an IWM 
Port mode function) 

Steve Smith 
H46386 
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About Half Clocking 

The SWIM chip supported both reading and writing data on 
both edges of the clock. This was done to achieve the 
highest possible resolution in bit timings and was 
appropriate considering the general purpose nature of the 
design. This feature greatly complicates the logic design 
and test vectors. The SWIM2 is being designed for specific 
~plic,fi"ns 'where r,1t W1UldfOSl1CdesirabllEtt ifo cl'c5'd:k o>"ff of only 
ijhe ritinj c~dQk e~ge i at%ali P9ssible\' The; followings 
a\-gurnent ,4~ho~s why '3:: be 1: ieve' ''Chis is possIble.' 

All modern Macs have at least 15.667 MHz clocks 
available giving clock resolution of 62ns. There are three 
data formats that must be supported, GCR 2,4,6 uS, MFM 
2,3,4 us, and MFM 1,1.5,2 uS. Since the GCR format has its 
origin in Apple machines its bits ,Qell times are not exactly 
2,4,or 6 uS but times which fectly derived from 
15.667MHz. This leaves the times of MFM to 
consider. The followingj,he number of 15.667MHz 
clocks in the MFM cell:JI> 

SUJIM2 ERS Steve Smith 
H46386 
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Cell # clocks ideal # clocks 

1 15.5 15.67 
1.5 23.5 23.50 
2 31.5 31.33 
3 47 47.00 
4 62.5 62.67 

TJp.e'tab+,e would, irriBfly '~l:!ai1: ~'1:fi d]oclirrgt~is i$qui!?~d 0* 
four oif tJe #1V$ c~lr t:ifnes:. As ~tated 'b>~for~( in ~rder to 
sU1DPort2: 8M'MFlvi SWIM2 'Would."""l:"equk1re a 32'<MHz'it:!10c~ i:nPU"E. 
This gives the correct timing for the 1 , 1.5 and 2uS cells. 
This leaves the problem of correctly writing the 2 and 4uS 
cell using a 16 MHz clock. If we were to extend the 4 uS 
cell to be 63 clocks long it would be .5% too long. Likewise, 
shortening the 2uS cell to 31 cl would cause it to be 1% 
too short. Since the format has, :tolerance a .5% increase 
in the 4uS cell would not overlap problems. The 
4uS cell is the longest so stretching it 
should not cause data as neither would 
shortening the 2uS eel shortest cell of the 
code. 

SlUIM2 ERS Steue Smith 
H46386 
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About compatibility 

In any redesign of this type the issue of compatibility 
is of prime importance. SWIM2 will require a new disk driver 
for the Mac ROM to be functional. BOOK GCR mode, although 
completely different than the current IWM, is the same as the 
method used by Zone 5 using the PIC with SWIM. 1.44M MFM 
should appear the same as the current SWIM. 2.BBM MFM is a 
<?om~le,1;'i:ily: new lor sqrth~~ are no :Oacl$:ward; compatib~li t~ 
l,ssuesl. i' •. q~4 it'!\" .~~;: : 

SUJIM2 ERS Steve Smith 
H46386 
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Summary of changes 

The table below summarizes the features of the SWIM and 
the SWIM2. 

SWIM 

IWM for GCR 

~rOgr+al:Yle ~ir1do: 
sees h,", 

in MFM or GCR 

Write pre-comp 

Half clocking 

16 MHz clock max. 

Error correction 

Post compensation 

Drive PLL optional 

No output sense change 

Sll/IM2 ERS 

SWIM2 

No IWM 
"r .' 

., 2 So't:,;qwar~ seltctablte 
J.; ,,~)"" 

in MFM, fixed in GCR 

write pre-comp 

,No half clocking 

:M:Hz clock max. 

windows at any 
format 

..... t sense 
!i,fprogramabl e 

Steve Smith 
H46386 
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Technical Specification 

Write cell times*** 

1uS 
1.5uS 
2uS 
3uS 
4uS 
6t:is 

Con fiden tial 

0.989** 
1. 499** 

1.979* 2.010** 
2.999 

3.989** 4.021* 
5.9'99 

* Written with 15.667 MHz clock 
** written with 31.334 MHz clock 

uS 
uS 
uS 
uS 
uS 
uS 

7/31/96 

***Write times can be added to or subtracted from by setting 
the write pre-comp register in one clock resolution. 

Write pulse width 

The write pulse in MFM mode shal'l be five clock periods long. 

SWIM2 ERS Steue Smith 
H46386 
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Read cell times 

1uS 
1.5uS 
2uS 

2uS 
3uS 
~'uS 

2uS 
4uS 
6uS 

Confidential 

16:MHz 

1. 468-2.489 uS 
2.553-3.447 u.S 
3.510-4.532 uS 

0.957-2.999 uS 
3.064-4.979 uS 
5.042-7.021 uS 

32MHz 

.734-1.245 uS 
1.277-1.723 us 
1.755-2.266 us 

7/31/96 

Note: Gaps between adjacent read cell boundries represent 
areas of uncertainty which may de<:i<;)de as either possible 
cell. 

SllJIM2 ERS Steue Smith 
H46386 
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DC Specification @ Vdd = 4.75 to 5.25V Temp = 0 to 70C 

Parameter 

Supply current 
Input low level 
Input high level 
Output high level 

@ I=p.2 rnA. 
Outpud;.low l~vel 

@ 1=3.2 rnA 

Min 

except the following: 
Wrreq/ 1=10 rnA 
Phase1 1=10 rnA 
Enable1/ or 2/ 1=5 rnA 

2.0 
2.4 

Input leakage -10 
Output leakage -10 
Pullup R 5 

Rddata, Sense 

Max 

50 

0.4 

10 
10 
20 

SUJIM2 ERS Steve Smith 
H46386 

Unit 

0.8 
rnA 

V 
V 

V 

uA 
uA 
KQ 

V 
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AC Specification 

Parameter 

Clockin 
Duty Cycle 
Rise and fall 

n/~vt* " ' '··.i· 

Min 

o 
40 

"r!! P .1%, . «" 
itt·. R/W ~owV:to tD~V/ 1;ow ,: 1$, 
';'1:>ev /~igh to R/WhhighJf. . OJ·, 

Add setup to Dev/ low 15 
Add hold from Dev/ high 0 
Data setup to Dev/ low 35 
Data hold from Dev/ high 
Dev/ rise to data invalid 
Dev/ low on write 70 

*Dev/ in this case is 

Clock rise to output 
(Wrdata,Wrreq/,Dat 

Dev/ rise to output 
(Phase, Hedsel, Enabl 
Motoen/,3.5Sel/) 

Async in to Dev/ fall 

Confidential 

Max 

o 

o 
o 

·,4:;; 

32 
60 

SWIM2fRS Steve Smith 
H46386 

7/31/96 

Unit 

:MHz 
% 

10 nS 

nS 
''!'nS 

nS 
nS 
nS 

nS 
nS 

nS 

and Dev/ . 

25 nS 

nS 

tbd nS 

19 
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, , 2 
I I'" ~I 

I I I 

De \ I 
( ~----------~~ ( 

U I 

1 . I 
lIllIE ~I I 
I I I 

I I 

'If""'" ;( :lDa! ,I 
" 

'ta,/ 
' . 

\ 
'\ 

"5 

~----------------~--~ 

~ I I 
I I 

Rddr,R)( X 
Iw 

Read 
cycle 

Timing: 
1. Deu low 
2. Deu high 
3. Data setu , 
4. Data hold 
5. Rddr,R/w t 
6. Rddr,R/w hoi' 

SWIM2ERS Steve Smith 
H46386 

I 
314 

1-o(~I_1 
I I I 
I I I 

liP' ., 

7/31/96 
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Pin Description 
Pin # 

DO-D7 The bi-directional CPU data bus 
4,5,8,9,13,14,15,18 

AO-A2 Address inputs for register select 
37,40,41 

R!W Bus read write control input 

Dev/ Device select input 

Q3 OR'ed with Dev/ (input) 

Reset/ Hardware reset input 

Wrdata Write data output to disk 

Wrreq/ Write enable omt]>"utJ tbCiisk 

Motoen/ Motor on inCiicat:i;on oj::ltwut; 

Enabl1/ Drive enable QutPtlt:. to disk 

Enabl2/ Drive 

Sense 

Rddata Data input from drive 

Clockin Input clock to SWIM2 

PhaseO-3 Bi-directional controls from disk 

He.dsel. }Ie<;l.d select outwuttJo:disk 
3'8 

Dat1byte Output indicating FIFO cohtains data 
33 

3.5sel General purpose output 

SW I 1'12 ERS Steve Smith 
H46386 

7/31/96 

42 

43 

27 

25 

2 

3 

10 

20 

19 

21 

24 

26 

35,32",,·36,31 

16 
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